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Fireworks fly when Florida Realtor,
Angelica Lane, receives a to-die for listing
from a new client, the debonair Brit, Peter
Bedford. Unfortunately, his intentions
toward the ambitious and naive young
agent are less than honorable, and he wont
take no for an answer. Thats only the
beginning of Angelicas problems. It
transpires his beachfront condo has a, quite
literally, breath-taking view. Her prize
listing is now the crime scene of a murder,
and she becomes a prime suspect. Worse;
when a female colleague goes missing,
Angelica acts as sleuth and gets into even
more trouble with the law as well as with
her tyrannical boss, Broker Bob. Only
when she meets the unlikely private
investigator hired to solve the case does
she begin to unravel the mysteries
surrounding the high-profile killing,
making a few discoveries about love in the
process. Set in Southwest Florida and on
the
exotic
island
of
Kauai,
BREATHTAKING provides a fun and
satirical escape into romantic suspense.
(250 pages in print.)
By #1 Kindle
bestselling author of Christmas Is Murder
(Book 1 of the Rex Graves Mystery series),
published by Midnight Ink. Short excerpt
of BREATHTAKING
C.S. Challinor.
Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved. Remember, remember The Fifth
of November; The Gunpowder, Treason
and Plot! Anonymous English cautionary
rhyme ~ONE~ Kathy reached into a file
cabinet behind her desk and pulled a
Fla-Bar sales contract from a hanging
folder. Here, hon, take this one. Ill print up
some more. Thanks. Angelica snatched a
pen from the desk. Whats the date today?
November fifth.
Angelica dated the
contract and slid the form in her briefcase.
By the way, a gift came for you, Kathy
said. Its on your desk. Angelica perked up
at the news. Really? Whos it from?
Havent a clue. Looks pretty, though. I
found it on my desk with a note saying, For
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Angelica. Puzzled, Angelica made for her
cubicle. Could it be she had a secret
admirer? Or perhaps it was a token of
appreciation from a satisfied customer. She
had received cookies and bath accessories
in the past, even a crate of pears. With a
quiver of anticipation, she entered her
workspace and beheld a box on her desk
wrapped in silver paper and topped with a
festive orange bow. She picked up the gift,
which was quite light. Definitely not
bubble bath or foot massage lotion, she
concluded. Jenn, passing by with a mug of
steaming coffee, asked if she was going to
open it. Angelica hesitated. I thought Id
wait until I got home. You think it might
be some naughty lingerie? Jenn lowered
her voice as she leaned against the partition
wall, cradling her mug. Ooh, how exciting!
Please open it, she begged. I swear I wont
tell. Angelica shot her a conspiratorial
grin. Oh, alright then. The suspense is
killing me too. The only other people she
could imagine sending her a gift were her
family, but this box had not come in the
mail. She searched for a card and, finding
none, peeled off the bow and removed the
decorative paper. Beneath, she found a
plain green cardboard box. She popped
open the lid, and BOOM! (SEE FREE
SAMPLE FOR REST OF CHAPTER)
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Synonyms of breathtaking: amazing, striking, exciting, brilliant, dramatic Collins English Thesaurus. Breathtaking definition of breathtaking by The Free Dictionary Synonyms of breathtaking from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus,
with definitions, antonyms, and related words. Find a better way to say it. Breathtaking Synonyms Collins English
Thesaurus Jul 30, 2016 Air pollutionBreathtaking. Air-quality indices make pollution seem less bad than it is. Print
edition Science and technology. Jul 30th 2016. Worterbuch :: breathtaking :: Deutsch-Englisch-Ubersetzung
Define breathtaking (adjective) and get synonyms. What is breathtaking (adjective)? breathtaking (adjective) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan breathtaking - Dictionary Definition : Breathtaking definition, thrillingly
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beautiful, remarkable, astonishing, exciting, or the like: a breathtaking performance. See more. Breathtaking
Definition of Breathtaking by Merriam-Webster breathtaking - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions. breathtaking Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary breathtaking /?br???te?k??/USA
pronunciation adj. amazing remarkable astonishing:The trapeze artist performed a few breathtaking flips. breathtakingly,
Synonyms of breathtaking Oxford Dictionaries Thesaurus breathtaking (comparative more breathtaking, superlative
most breathtaking) He went to the Grand Canyon and spent a week taking in the breathtaking Breathtaking - The
Economist Its the most chilling measure yet of Trumps narcissism, and its a breathtaking glimpse into what that means
for the people around him. New York TimesJun 12, Breathtaking (@bbhbreathtaking) Twitter Definition of
breathtaking adjective in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences,
grammar, usage notes, The 34 Most Breathtaking Places in North America - Ubersetzung fur breathtaking im
Englisch-Deutsch-Worterbuch . breathtaking Worterbuch Englisch-Deutsch One side has the word, one side has
the definition. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Lotsa space for your liquids. Buy the mug. 2. Breathtakingunknown.
Breathtaking Synonyms, Breathtaking Antonyms Inspiring or exciting: a breathtaking view a breathtaking ride. 2.
Astonishing astounding: breathtaking insensitivity. breath?tak?ingly adv. American Heritage Images for Breathtaking
#breathtaking Instagram photos and videos breathtaking translation french, English - French dictionary, meaning,
see also breath-taking,breathtakingly,breathing,breath, example of use, definition, dictionary :: breathtaking ::
German-English translation breathtaking - Traduzione del vocabolo e dei suoi composti, e discussioni del forum.
breathtaking translation German English-German dictionary breathtaking definition, meaning, what is
breathtaking: extremely exciting, beautiful, or surprising: . Learn more. breathtaking adjective - Definition, pictures,
pronunciation and breathtaking translation german, English - German dictionary, meaning, see also
breathtakingly,breathing,breaking,breath testing, example of use, definition, breathtaking - Wiktionary Define
breathtaking: very exciting breathtaking in a sentence. Synonyms and Antonyms of breathtaking Merriam-Webster Englisch-Deutsch-Ubersetzung fur breathtaking im Online-Worterbuch (Deutschworterbuch).
breathtaking - definition of breathtaking in English Oxford Dictionaries Traduction breathtaking francais
Dictionnaire anglais Reverso Apr 19, 2017 We searched North America to find sweeping landscapes, famous views,
and beautiful sights. Here are the most breathtaking places in North breathtaking translation French English-French
dictionary Reverso Synonyms for breathtaking at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary
and Word of the Day. Breathtaking Define Breathtaking at traduction breathtaking francais, dictionnaire Anglais Francais, definition, voir aussi breath-taking,breathtakingly,breathing,breath, conjugaison, expression, breathtaking Dictionary of English German-English Dictionary: Translation for breathtaking. Urban Dictionary: breath taking
The latest Tweets from Breathtaking (@bbhbreathtaking). EXO/EXO-K/CBX ?? CHN HONGKONG Fansite No.52
Since 150525 WEIBO:BBH-BreathTaking breathtaking - Dizionario inglese-italiano WordReference astonishing or
awe-inspiring in quality, so as to take on Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford
Dictionaries. How to pronounce breathtaking in English - Cambridge Dictionary 2.5m Posts - See Instagram photos
and videos from breathtaking hashtag. none How to pronounce breathtaking. How to say breathtaking. Listen to the
audio pronunciation in the Cambridge English Dictionary. Learn more.
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